Celebrating 75 years of the iconic 4/4 Sports car; Morgan proudly introduces the 4/4 75th Anniversary special edition.

This limited run special combines the low size and weight benefits of the entry level 4/4 with the power train from the larger and more powerful Morgan Plus 4. A carefully selected set of standard options, with additional unique body graphics, completes arguably the best standard combination of body, engine and aesthetic in the Morgan Classic range to date.

Specification.

Available in 3 flat paint colours;
- Sport Black
- Sport Red
- Old English white

- Matt black stripe with "4/4 75th" graphic
- Black painted 15 inch wire wheels (and matching spare wheel)
- Narrow 4/4 wings
- Black stone guard
- 9 stud windscreen with black PVC hood
- Polished round door mirrors and door handles
- Black leather with perforated leather centre pleats
- Tawny ash polished dashboard
- Cargo-net storage area
- Wood rim Moto lita steering wheel
- Black carpets

1999cc 4 cylinder Ford engine
Max power 187nm (140lb/ft)
Performance 0-62 7.2 seconds
Top speed 118 mph (189 kph)
Dry weight 920 kgs
Fuel consumption
Urban 279mpg
Extra urban 50.8
Combined 390
Co2 162g/km

£ 32291.67 + VAT = 38,750 (ex factory)
(OTR charges extra)
For further information: www.morgan-motor.co.uk